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     Red tide struck this October on the Port Aransas 

Coast, worse than on all other visits combined. The only 

episode to compare with the whooping coughs and human 

allergies it caused was when the Big Boss brought back a 

truckload of polo horses from Chicago with distemper. 

     The peoples’ coughs sounded exactly like those old 

ponies staggered by swelling underneath and between the jaw 

bones and discharge through the nostrils in flooded 

proportions. The whole remuda came down with the disease. 

Wasn’t anything to see a cowboy come in on foot, carrying 

part of his rig, because his horse went down. 

     One morning out in front of this apartment, a 110-

pound woman pitched and bucked so fiercely from a lung 

spasm that she caused a seagull to move her nest down the 

beach. For a bit, the odds fell against her being able to 

climb the stairs back to her apartment without help. But 

she rallied enough to toss her hair back from her eyes far 

enough to see to make the steps. 

      Up at the front desk, the clerk claimed immunity to 

the algae blooms from the red weeds. She probably developed 

immunity staying indoors, marveling at dryland folks 

coughing and heaving. You may remember she’s the lady last 

year who directed me in how to successfully remove a fever 



tick embedded in my hide. Room clerks expand into lots of 

fields dealing with travelers.  

     Wasn’t anyone around to spare any feeling for the 

oyster farmers and commercial fishermen losing a lot of 

dough from the scourge. Seemed the businesses around town 

only wanted to entice the visitors into staying or coming 

back. The local newspaper sure did their part to spread 

optimism.  On the mornings when my eyes cleared enough to 

read, I found the reports on red tide encouraging.  

    Life on the Coast does make people react differently. 

At sea level, for example, flat feet are common. Outlanders 

step too high for awhile before the arches fall to the 

proper height. 

     The visitors’ senses of equilibrium take time to 

adjust.  They don’t know to hold their heads back enough to 

put in eye drops until they acclimate. And you will never 

forget the first time how the coastal folks react to 

rocking chairs or porch swings. Tarzan never hooked a vine 

to compare with the way they perform to the slightest 

motions. 

   One thing that remains the same down here is the way the 

work goes. Writers have bad luck just like herders and 

fishermen and all the other rackets man follows. Each visit 

to the Coast for the past three years, I worked on a piece 



focused on the gambling ship anchored off shore in sight of 

the apartment’s balcony.  

    I kept putting off including the work in a column. Kept 

sitting out in the starlight after dark, imagining being 

dressed up sports clothes with sleek-looking dames flipping 

cards and tossing chips on the table tops and wheels on the 

gracious ship’s salons. 

     You may have guessed the Boss’s bad influence faded 

away decades ago; however, I still remembered the soft felt 

feel and the raw sawdust smell and lively night creatures 

in play. (If you don’t mind, let’s sign that part off right 

there. You may have noticed man never is successful telling 

how good he is now or how bad he used to be in other days.) 

    The postponement worked so well that the gambling ship 

moved off to another port, stopping the subject — ending 

the subject sounds better. So go along with this work, 

please, like I was still looking off at the anchored ship 

that I never boarded except in imagination. 

Port A. Monday Night ‘09 

Oh yes, little cowboy, toss yore dough over the green 

felt; 

Spin your cane on the ebony bar. 

Inhale and ingest the froth and the foam; 

Hold her shoe heel to tilt the last drop. 



Now, little cowboy, raise yore chin to reach the top 

bar. 

Don’t squint yore eyes; face toward the music — That’s 

a boy! 

    The local newspaper probably posted where the ship 

anchored in new ports. A tug had to tow the ship out far 

enough from shore to avoid taxes and laws, so it wasn’t 

going on a long voyage without sails or engine.  

      Just as well that the gambling boat left, as my 

health has became too fragile from Red Tide algae to lace 

up a life jacket, much less take to sea. I may have to hire 

a stenographer to go back over my notes to salvage old copy 

and finish my work.  

    Keeps coming back how sick those horses were that fall 

roundup. Never will be a good memory, either, of a cowboy 

down walking, carrying his rope and bridle because of an 

old pony too Chicago fevered to make the barn.   


